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Abstract

ing top-down design and stepwise refinement [Wirth],
structured programming [Dahl],. modularity [Parnas],
and software tools [Kernighan]. Another development
has occurred in the organization of the editoral and
production team that produces the writing, for example, the concepts of chief programmer teams [Baker]
and structured walkthroughs [Yourdon].
A third
development has been the introduction of various
graphic notations for expressing algorithms such as
Nassi-Shneiderman
diagrams [Nassi], Warnier-Orr
diagrams [Higgins], contour diagrams [Organick], and
SADT diagrams [Ross]. A fourth and more recent
development is supporting the writing and maintaining
of good programs by providing integrated software
development environments [Wasserman] and highperformance personal workstations specially for the
task of program development [Teitelman, Deutsch,
Gutz].

This paper addresses issues in the human factors of
computer program documentation. We develop a framework for research on enhancing the interface to the
source code of computer programs through designing
and automating the production of effective typeset
representations of the source text. Principles underlying the design research and examples of sample production are presented.
This work was supported by the U.S. Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency under DARPA
Order 4469. We are grateful for valued assistance to
the other members of the research team, Michael Arent,
Design Director, Aaron Marcus and Associates, and
Paul Breslin, John Jackson, Allen Mclntosh, and Christopher Sturgess, Human Computing Resources Corporation, and to Trigraph Typesetters, Toronto.
Introduction

In our work we have taken a different approach
[Marcus]. Since the advent of programming, the technologies of the video display terminal and the line
printer have limited the presentation of computer program source code and comments to the use of a single type font, at a single point size, with single-width
characters, and sometimes without even the use of
upper and lower case. On the other hand, the technologies of high resolution bit map displays, laser
printers, and computer-driven phototypesetters allow
for the production of far richer representations,
embodying multiple fonts, non-alphanumeric symbols,
variable point sizes, proportional character widths,
variable word spacing and line spacing, grey scale
tints, rules, and arbitrary spatial location and orientation of elements on a page.

Although the art of enhancing in a task-independent
manner the user interface to computer systems is continuously advancing, some of the strongest methods
are intrinsically task-dependent. For example, displaying the user's input in common musical notation and
playing it back through a loudspeaker in real time is a
method of enhancing the interface to a musical score
editor that does not apply directly to other interactive
systems.
Thus it is no surprise that there are
numerous ways human factors can be applied to aid in
the process of programming.
Historically, such efforts have taken a number of
forms. The most widespread development has concerned the logical structure and expressive style of
programs. Out of this concern have emerged many of
the modern software development techniques, includ-

Thus we can take an entirely new approach to the
presentation of source text: to make it more legible,
more readable, more vivid, and more memorable.
Although similar in purpose to work on pretty-printing
[Oppen], it goes far beyond it in its methodology and
its scope.
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This paper will outline our research program and
experimental methodology, and illustrate its application
to the problem of enhancing the presentation of the
source code of programs written in the C language.
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programs into effective typeset representations of
the source code.
We are now producing
numerous examples using this automated tool.

We shall explain our approach to the design of C program text, and illustrate it with initial examples of its
execution.

These five steps are now described in more detail..

Research Program and Experimental Methodology
Our overall research program consists of six topics:
1.
The first research topic deals with the appropriate
use of typography to reveal formal syntactic,
semantic, and pragmatic properties of programs
and program elements.
2.
A second concern is with the design and layout
of program elements on the page using systems
of grids, overlays, and windows.
3.
A third area for research is the possibility of substituting a set of well-designed icons or symbols
(pictograms or ideograms) for certain combinations of alphanumerics that occur repetitively in
program code.
4.
A fourth set of questions arise out of the possibilities that interactive computer graphics offer in
the inclusion of movement, blinking, and other
kinds of change into program documentation.
More fundamentally, we must explore the relationship between static paper and dynamic
screen representations of computer programs.
5.
A fifth problem area is in the depiction of large
directed graphs of great complexity, networks in
which nodes are not single points but entire
frames (combinations of signs) and in which links
are explicitly stated or implied connections
between nodes.
6.
The final research topic concerns the ability of a
program visualization to facilitate the integration
of the various conceptual levels at which a program may be described.

A Taxonomy of Typographic Constructs
In order to understand how source code might be
displayed effectively in typeset form, it is necesary to
analyze the graphic design possibilities of typography,
the visual media of language expression. At a
minimum this involves a systematic characterization of
font selection, layout, and page sequencing. Many
graphic design textbooks [Gerstner, Ruder] suggest a
taxonomy of typographic form. Most large type display
books show selections from the theoretical matrix of
font, size, and line spacing possibilities. Graphic
design manuals [Chaparos] display selections from the
possibilities of page layout as well, while manuals on
book design [Marshall] prescribe formulations for
annotation and page sequencing.
The authors are not aware of a complete, generic taxonomy of graphic design together with examples of
each entity in the hierarchy. Consequently, we formulated a taxonomy suitable for our project. It seeks to
organize the ways in which visible language can be
presented. The taxonomy is not exhaustive, nor is it
rigorously systematic; however, it does provide visual
examples for as many entries as possible. The subjects include treatments of individual elements (characters, words, lines), groups (paragraphs, pages), segments, zones, even entire documents. Particular attention is given to the treatment of character specification
(including font family, size, spacing, weight, width, texture, and style) and line specification (orientation,
spacing, justification, and function in the page).

Our work to date has centered on the first two of the
above topics. We have adopted the following methodology:
1.
We first developed a graphic design taxonomy for
computer-based
documents and publications.
This was intended to be a checklist for
approaches to the presentation of source code
documentation.
2.
We simultaneously developed a taxonomy of C
constructs,
a systematic
enumeration
and
classification of aspects of the language. This
was intended to be a companion checklist for
insuring completeness in the representation of C
source text.
3.
Next, we collected and systematized typical mappings from C constructs to typographic constructs. These examples were abstracted from
real C programs prepared by typical and for the
most part experienced C programmers. We call
such examples "folk designs".
4.
Then, we developed a systematic approach to the
design of mappings from C constructs to typographic constructs, an approach which forms the
basis for detailed visual research into effective
presentations of C source code.
5.
Finally, we constructed a "first waffle" of a visual
C compiler, a program which maps arbitrary C

By presenting typical variations of the visual elements
of programs, it was easier for computer scientists and
graphic designers to carry on a dialogue about the
means and results of different strategies for visualization. In part this taxonomy was necessary because the
typical computer scientist is unaware of the varieties of
display and is ignorant of the technical terms for refering to these differences. A visually oriented taxonomy
of visible language is an indispensable research tool
for our research in computer graphics.

A Taxonomy of Constructs from
the Programming Language C
In approaching the systematic mapping of C constructs onto typographic constructs, we first required a
systematic description of the C language, w e could
find no existing description of C suited to our purposes, so we were forced to develop one. The result
was neither a formal description of syntax and semantics, nor a reference manual, nor a tutorial introduction,
but shares elements in common with each.
Details of the taxonomy are not relevant to this discussion. It suffices to say that we enumerated and
classified all C constructs into tokens, identifiers and
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declarations, expressions, statements, blocks, function
definitions, program structuring tools, and C preprocessor constructs. With this schema, we could then
begin the study of suitable visual representations of
the language.

Folk Designs

of C

5.

Programs

By folk designs of C programs we mean attempts by
programmers with little or no background in typography and graphic design to improve the appearance of
their programs. For the most part these alterations
focus on regularizing the indentations of the component parts of PASCAL statements [Hueras, Grogono, Gustafson]. In a rare case some insight has
been gained into the problems of effectively breaking
lines within statements [Rose]. These improvements
have not had a major impact upon the design of programs, in part due to the fact that the typographic
environment is usually assumed to be that of a typewriter with fixed character-width. One individual has
observed that regular indentation for nesting might
allow the programs to appear without the numerous
braces of compound statements [Leinbaugh]. Even
with the limitations of fixed character-width and lowresolution typography, some systematic approaches to
page layout, including program metadata and higher
levels of comments are possible.
However, the
programmer's attention seems not to have focused on
this aspect, but to have concentrated more upon the
source code itself.

.

We have constructed a simple visual C compiler which
allows us to experiment in these six domains. Results
of our early experiments are discussed briefly in the
next section and will be presented in detail at the
Conference.
Experimenta!

of C

Results

The accompanying figures show a preliminary example
of automatically typeset pages. A visual C compiler
scanned and parsed the program, and issued text processing commands based upon its analysis of the program.
The source code combined with the text processing
commands were then input to a computerized typesetting system, which produced the sample pages.

It was nevertheless reasonable and valuable to collect
examples of informal approaches to graphically
designing the source text of computer programs.
These images serve as a.starting point and remind us
that programmers without professional skills in graphic
design are aware of the need for better designs and
are capable of evaluating differences among them
even if they can not easily generate fundamentally new
visual approaches on their own.

Systematic Designs

Particular attention is paid to brace styles, indentation rules, and techniques for breaking long
lines.
The Presentation of Program Structure.
We
explore in a systematic manner various methods
of enhancing the structure of a program in terms
of its constituent parts, for example, its constituent declarations,
statements, and function
definitions. Particular use is made of typographic
rules and spatial grids, headlines, and tables.
The Presentation of Program Metadata.
We
explore in a systematic manner various methods
of enhancing the display of a program in relationship to the relevant data describing the context in
which the program was created, is maintained,
and is used.

The pages represent the beginning of a program and a
portion of its continuation on a following page. Comments are distinguished from source code in part by
distinctions of text type (sans-serif vs. serif), and in
part by location (some comments appear in a narrow
column to the side of the main column). Comments in
large type appear on the page as headlines and subheads to identify primary sections of the program.
Gray tone values are used to distinguish classes of
text. The areas of gray value have been tested to
ensure that highlighting by the use of gray can survive
one or two generations of photocopying without making the type appearing within the gray bars illegible.

Programs

At this point, we could begin systematic attempts to
apply the full palette of graphic design techniques to
reveal and express the meaning of C programs. We
have subdivided the problem into six research areas:
1.
The Spatial Composition of Comments.
We
explore in a systematic manner various methods
for presenting program comments in relationship
to program code. We emphasize a hierarchy of
comments and a two column page format in
which to express this hierarchy.
2.
The Typography of Tokens. We explore in a systematic manner various mappings from C token
attributes to typographic attributes.
3.
The Visual Parsing of Expressions. We explore in
a systematic manner various methods of using
typographic attributes to enhance the ability of a
reader to parse complex program expressions.
4.
The Visual Parsing of Statements. We explore in a
systematic manner various methods of using
typographic attributes to enhance the ability of a
reader to parse complex program statements.

Note that we have established a page design which is
intended to be useful for programs that may be written
by persons with varying approaches to programming
style.
Individual
parts might be systematically
identified program modules which are organized
according to user or machine tasks, or they might be
files created by the programmer which merely group
function definitions.
We have parameterized the tokens of C in such a way
that it is a relatively easy task to alter the typographic
specifications of these tokens. Consequently, it has
been easy to generate many different possibilities of
type selection for source text that distinguishes code
from comments. In these figures we are distinguishing
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gram builder, maintainer, and user.

tokens by changes in typeface (san-serif vs. serif),
weight (medium and bold), slant (roman and italic).
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